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Tools:

Yarn colors
I use Brazilian Brand's yarns ‐ our default
size measures 100g/200m (217 yds). Since
different countries measure in different
ways You may have to check your yarn
size.
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Light brown skin yarn
Gray yarn
White yarn
Black yarn
Yellow yarn (2 tones for the hair)

Extra materials:
‐ Black felt
‐ A pair of eyes (8mm)
‐ Lace

‐ Crochet hook (3.0mm)
‐ Scissors
‐ Fabric glue
‐ Tapestry needle
‐ Sewing needle and a white thread (to
sew the lace)

To make this pattern you
need to know:
‐ how to make a magic circle (also
known as magic ring)
‐ Chain stitch
‐ Single stitch (to increase and decrease)
‐ Slip stitch
‐ how To change to a different yarn
color

reference images:

Back of the collar (sewed)

Jareth's makeup

back of the cuff (sewed)

Jareth's hair placement
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ABBREVIATIONS:
Rnd = round
St = stitch
Sc = single crochet
Sl st = Slip Stitch
Inc = increase
Dec = decrease
* * = repeat instructions between asterisks
( ) = number of total stitches by round

HEAD
Light Brown skin yarn.
Rnd 1: 6 in magic circle (6)
Rnd 2: inc x6 (12)
Rnd 3: *sc in next sc, inc* x6 (18)
Rnd 4: *sc in next 2 sc, inc* x6 (24)
Rnd 5: *sc in next 3 sc, inc* x6 (30)
Rnd 6: *sc in next 4 sc, inc* x6 (36)
Rnd 710: sc in each sc (36)
Rnd 11: *sc in next 4, dec* x 6 (30)
Rnd 12: *sc in next 3, dec* x 6 (24)
Put the safety eyes.
Rnd 13: *sc in next 2, dec* x 6 (18)
Rnd 14: *sc in next sc, dec* x 6 (12)
Rnd 15: dec x6 (6)
Finish off.
BODY
Black yarn.
Rnd 1: 6 in magic circle (6)
Rnd 2: inc x6 (12)
Rnd 3: *sc in next sc, inc* x6 (18)
Rnd 48: sc in each sc (18)
Change to gray yarn.
Rnd 913: sc in each sc (18)
Finish off and leave a long tail to sew both legs
later.
Stuff.

LEGS (x2)
Gray yarn.
We will be working from top to bottom.
Chain 9 and join with a Slip Stitch to the first stitch to make a
circle.
Rnd 18: sc in each chain (9)
Change to black yarn.
Rnd 913: sc in each sc (9)
Rnd 14: *sc in each sc* x 3, inc x3, *sc in each sc* x 3 (12)
Rnd 15: *sc in each sc* x 5, inc x2, *sc in each sc* x 5 (14)
Rnd 16: sc in each sc (14)
Rnd 17: dec x7 (7)
Finish off leaving a long tail to sew. Using the tapestry
needle, be sure to tightly close the last seven stitches,
making a perfect shoe bottom.
Stuff (using the other entrance, because the shoe is already
closed).
ARMS (x2)
Light brown skin yarn.
Rnd 1: 6 in magic circle (6)
Rnd 2: inc x6 (12)
Rnd 3: dec x6 (6)
Change to white yarn.
Rnd 4: inc x6 (12)
Rnd 5: inc x12 (24)
Rnd 6: dec x12 (12)
Rnd 7: sc in each sc (12)
Rnd 8: *sc in next sc, dec* x 4 (8)
Rnd 912: sc in each sc (8)
Finish off leaving a long tail to sew it later to the body. Stuff.
Details:
 Attach all the parts to the body using the tapestry needle.
Be careful when sewing the legs to the body. Don’t pull the
thread too much to avoid it from looking like a separated body
part. Remember you have 18 stitches at the body to sew the
2 legs, each leg with 9 stitches.
 Cut two pieces of lace and use the sewing needle and the
white thread to sew it around the wrists. Then cut a longer
piece to sew around the neck. Try to make it look like his
clothes.
 Cut a thin slice of felt to make his eyebrows and use the
glue to attach it. I use a special pen to make the eyelashes,
but you can use fabric paint. Be accurate.
 The hair is usually the hardest part. You can search on
Youtube how to do it. There is a video in my blog (Philae
Artes), in the “helpful videos” section. Remember you are
going to use 2 tones of yellow. Cut the hair pieces with
approx. 8’ (20 cm) (because each thread will become two
threads). Then, using your scissors, try to make his haircut.
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contact:
If you have any doubts feel free to contact‐me at contatophilae@gmail.com.
Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/philae.artes
Ravelry:

http://www.ravelry.com/designers/viviannerussophilae
e‐store (Brazil):
www.elo7.com.br/philaeartes
I hope you enjoyed doing this crochet project and continue to crochet :). I look
forward to see your completed work!

You are free to sell amigurumis created with this pattern but, please, do not redistribute this PDF file. My blog
has several free amigurumi patterns.
Notice: Don't leave small amigurumi pieces near unattended children due to the risk of swallowing it. Also, keep
in mind that is always better to use antiallergic yarn if the amigurumi is going to be constantly manipulated
(used as a
toy).
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